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1. INTRODUCTION 
The stabiHty of the trivial solution x = О of the system (1,1) of differential equa­
tions described below will be investigated in this paper in some critical cases. 
We shall consider the system of differential equations 
(1,1) X = ÄX + X(x) 
with the following properties (P): 
a) Д is a n X w-matrix whose elements aij [i,j = 1, 2, ..., n) are complex 
constants. 
b) X is a column n-vector whose components Xj (j = 1, 2, ..., n) are complex-
valued functions of a real variable t. 
c) X is a column ^-vector whose components Xj (j = 1, 2, ..., n) are complex-
valued functions of n complex variables x^, X2, ..., x„ holomorphic for \xj\ < H; 
j = 1,2 ,.,, n (Я > 0) and such that their developments into power series in 
Xj, X2,..., x„ begin with terms of the second or higher order. 
We shall follow the papers of O. VEJVODA ([1]) and O. GÖTZ ([2]), who are to my 
knowledge the only ones who have so far dealt with the problem in question. The 
former treated two critical cases, particularly that of one zero root and that of one 
purely imaginary root of the characteristic equation of the matrix A. The latter 
investigated the case of the и-tuple zero root of the characteristic equation of the 
matrix A. In this paper the critical case of an /-tuple (/ ^ n) zero root and the case 
of several purely imaginary roots (under some additional assumptions) are dealt 
with. 
The proper stability investigations are preceded by the treatment of the normal 
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form of the system (1,1). A general theorem (Theorem 3,4) supplementing the well-
known results of H. PoiNCARE ([3]), H. DuLAC ([4]), K. L. SIEGEL ([8], [9]) A. D. 
BRJUNO ( [ 5 ] - [ 7 ] ) and E. PESCHL and L. REICH ( [15]- [17]) is proved using the 
method of majorant series*). 
I should like to express my gratitude to Prof. OTTO VEJVODA whose advices con­
tributed considerably to the improvement of this paper. 
2. PRELIMINAIQES 
2Д. Assumptions and notations. The following assumptions, notations and conven­
tions will be kept throughout the paper. 
A complex number z being given, Re z, Im z, z and jz| have their usual meaning. 
The space of all complex numbers (with the usual norm |.. .|) will be denoted by K. 
The space of all column л-vectors x whose components are elements of К will be 
denoted by 1Г„. The components of given vector xeK^, will be denoted by x^, ^2, . . . 
n 
..., x„. Given x e i r „ , ||x[j denotes the norm of x (in А'д) defined by ||x[| = ( ^ kii^)^^^-
Speaking about the system (1,1) we shall always suppose that this system fulfils the 
conditions (P). Let H be the positive constant from the conditions (P). Then the set of 
all X e Z„ such that ||x[| < H will be denoted by Q. (Hence Й = E[x e K„ : ||x|[ < 
< Я].) If some complex-valued /i-vector function Z(z) of n complex variables 
Zj, Z2,.. . , z„ satisfies condition c) in (P) we shall write Z{7L) = \z\2 and we shall 
say that Z{z) is of the type [z]2. The matrix A in (1,1) will be called the matrix of the 
linear terms of the system (1,1). 
Given n X n-matrix Л, the elements of A will be denoted by â  j (/, j = 1,2,..., n). 
The unit n x ?î-matrix will be denoted by /. A being the matrix of the linear terms of 
the system (1,1), the characteristic equation of the matrix A\ 
(2Д) d e t ( A / - 4 ) = 0 
will be also called the characteristic equation of the system (1,1). In this paper each 
root of the characteristic equation (2,1) of the system (1,1) will be counted so many 
times as corresponds to its algebraical multiplicity. These roots will usually be denoted 
by Ai, /125 •••5 п̂5 the enumeration of them being performed by the following rule: 
Let ßi, / i2, . . . , /i^ (r S w) be all mutually distinct roots of (2,1) (arbitrarily enumerat-
ed) with algebraic multiplicity п^, ^2, ..., n,, respectively. Then A^^+^^+.-.+ny-i+fc = 
= lij (fc = 1, 2, ..., n^ holds for each j = 1, 2 , . . . , r (HQ = 0). 
For any nonnegative integer к the space of all (row) n-vectors p whose components 
During this article was printed I got acquinted also with hitherto unpublished papers ([Î8], 
[19]) of E. Peschl and L. Reich. 
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Pu Pz^ ---^ Pn are nonnegative integers such that Pi + P2 + ••• + Pw ^ ^ holds will 
be denoted by М^Л^ =Ji), Given p, ц eJi, the expressions p Л- цох p — ц have 
the obvious sense. Given xeK^ and p e M, x^ will be written briefly instead of 
x^iX^2 • • • ̂ и"- Given A, /I e Ä'„, (1, /1) will be written briefly instead of Хфх + Д2М2 + 
+ . . . + /l„jLi„. Given a natural number к less than n + 1 and к 6 K„, the space of all 
(row) n-vectors peJl for which (Я, p) = 4 holds will be denoted by JT^fy^ Given 
natural number к less than n + 1, the element ц oî Ж with ^^ = 1 and q^ = 0 for 
J Ф fc, J = 1, 2 , . . .5 n will be denoted by ê ,. 
Finally, G being a subset of K^, G denotes the closure of G in the topology given 
by the norm ||...|| defined above. 
2,2. Some remarks concerning the system (1,1). Let us remember some properties 
of the system (1,1) (which satisfies conditions (F)). 
a) X = О is the solution of the system (1,1) on the interval ( - c o , 00). 
b) x{t) being the solution of the system (1,1) on the interval (a, b) and Го being an 
arbitrary real number, x(t + ô) is a solution of the system (1,1) on the interval 
(a - ÎQ.b - to). 
c) By a standard theorem to any ^ e Q there exists on <0, 00) the maximal interval 
I^ = <0, Tç) (T^ > 0) on which the solution x{t, ^) with x(0, ^) = Ç exists, x{t, f) 
belonging to Q for every t e I^. 
d) We shall say (in accordance with the terminology of O. Götz in [2]) that the 
given system (1,1) has a domain of boundedness for г' ^ 0 if there is a domain В a K^^ 
with the following properties: 
(i) OeB cz O. 
(ii) The solution x(^, Ç) (with x(0, Ç) = ^) is defined on the whole interval <0, 00) 
for any CeB. 
(iii) There is a compact set С such that В a С cz Q holds, x(r, | ) belonging to С 
for every Ç e В and for every t ^ 0. 
(Such domain В will be called the domain of boundedness of the system (1,1) for 
t ^ 0). 
e) Let Я1, Я2,..., 1„ be the roots of the characteristic equation of the system (1,1) 
ordered according to the rule mentioned in sec. 2,1. It is well known that there always 
exists such a regular n x n-matrix S of complex constants that the substitution 
X = Sy transforms the system (1,1) into the system 
(2,2) У = By + y(y), 
which satisfies again the conditions (P) and whose matrix S of the linear terms has 
moreover the following properties: 
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(i) B = S"'AS, ß = (6 j , j=i ,2 , . . . ,n . 
(ii) bij = 0 if j > i or i > j + 1, btj = Я,- (f = 1, 2 , . . . , fî). 
(iii) Each bjj^i (j = 2, 3, ..., n) either equals 0 or 1, the fact whether for 
a certain j = 2, 3 , . . . , и there holds b j j - i = 0 or b j j_ i = 1 being uniquely deter­
mined by the matrix A (or more precisely by the multiplicity of the elementary divisors 
of the matrix (A l̂ — A)). We shall use the notation bjj^i = ej {j = 2, 3, ..., n) and 
we shall call the (n — l)-vector s = (e2, ^з, ..., «„) the first subdiagonal of the 
matrix ß. The n-vector (bi, i , b2,2. •••. b„ „) = (Я^, ^ 2 , . . , , Я„) = Я is called the 
diagonal of the matrix ß and the matrix ß is called the Jordan canonical form of the 
matrix A. 
In the sequel we shall use the following convention: The roots of the characteristic 
equation of the system (1,1) having been enumerated in some manner (which is not in 
a contradiction with the rule from sec. 2,1, of course), the diagonal of the Jordan 
canonical form ß of the matrix A is assumed to be ordered so that bjj = Àj (j = 
= 1,2, . . . , n ) . Let p/ = (^2, ^ 3 , . . . , n̂) be an arbitrary «-vector from K„„i such 
that for any j = 2, 3, ..., n Sj equals 0 if and only if Sj equals 0. Then there exists 
a regular n x n-matrix R of complex numbers such that for the matrix С = R~^AR = 
= (^ij)ij=i.2,...,M there holds: Cjj = Àj (j = 1, 2, ..., n), Cjj_i = Sj (j = 2, 3, ..., n) 
and Cj J = 0 if and only if bij = 0. The matrix С is then called the Jordan canonical 
form of the matrix A with the first subdiagonal s'. 
Let Я be an arbitrary root of the characteristic equation of the system (1,1). Let 
/Zi, fi2,.'., ßr be all mutually distinct roots of the characteristic equation of the system 
(1,1) with the algebraical multiplicity /i^, «2' - -̂  ^n respectively. Let s = (^2, £3, • •., s„) 
be the first subdiagonal of some arbitrary Jordan canonical form of the matrix A. 
Then the root Я is said to be diagonable (see [2]) if, being Я = ßj for some j = 1,2, . . . 
..., r, there holds e„̂ +„2 + ...+„y_i+/c = 0 for all Ic = 1, 2, ..., tij. (It also means that the 
root Я of the characteristic equation of the system (1,1) is diagonable if and only if 
the matrix (Я1 — A) has only simple elementary divisors.) 
2,3. Basic definitions and theorems. Let Z( ,̂ x) be an arbitrary complex-valued 
fi-vector function of n complex variables x^, ^ 2 , . . . , x„ and one real variable t defined 
for every t ^ 0 and for every x belonging to some open neighbourhood Q^ of the 
origin О in K„ and such that there holds Z(t, O) = О for each t ^ 0. Then the stability 
of the trivial solution x = О of the system 
(2,3) X = Z(r, x) 
will be defined in the usual Ljapunov way. (Clearly our system (1,1) is a special case 
of the system (2,3).) 
Definition 2,3. a) If for any e > 0 there exists ô > 0 such that every solution x(r) 
of the system (2,3) with ||^(0)|| < ô is defined on <0, 00) and satisfies for every t ^ 0 
the inequality \^{Щ < «, then the trivial solution of the system (2,3) is called stable. 
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b) If the trivial solution of the system (2,3) is stable and if there exists ^^ > 0 
such that for any solution x(t) of the system (2,3) with ||^(0)|| < ^i there holds 
Hm j|x(r)|| = 0, then the trivial solution of the system (2,3) is called asymptotically 
stable. 
c) If the trivial solution of the system (2,3) is not stable, it is called unstable. 
The following theorem is well known (see [ l ]) . 
Theorem 2,3A. Let the right-hand side of the system (2,3) satisfy the following 
conditions {Py. 
Z(t, x) = Ax + X(^, x) where A is a constant n x n-matrix of complex numbers 
and X(t, x) is a complex-valued n-vector function defined and continuous on <0, oo) x 
X Oj such that 
hm I ' = О 
l |x| |^0,xeßi | |x|] 
uniformly with respect to t ^ 0. 
Then there holds: 
a) If all roots of the characteristic equation of the system (2,3) have negative 
real parts, then the trivial solution of the system (2,3) is asymptotically stable. 
b) If at least one root of the characteristic equation of the system (2,3) has a posi-
tive real part, then the trivial solution of the system (2,3) is unstable. 
The case that the system (2,3) fulfils conditions (F') and that at least one root of 
the characteristic equation of the system (2,3) has a zero real part, the others having 
negative real parts, is called the critical case. We shall deal with some critical cases of 
the system (1,1) (with the properties (P)). The list of theorems which are necessary for 
our investigation will be given below. 
All these theorems are due to O. Götz. (See [2].) 
Theorem 2,3B. The trivial solution of the system (1,1) is stable if and only if there 
exists a domain of boundedness of the system (1,1)/or f ^ 0. 
Theorem 2,3C. Ä necessary condition for the trivial solution of the system (1,1) 
to be stable is that all roots of the characteristic equation of the system (1,1) have 
nonpositive real parts while those having zero real parts are diagonable. 
Theorem 2,30. The trivial solution of the system (1,1) is asymptotically stable if 
and only if all roots of the characteristic equation of the system (1Д) have negative 
real parts. 
Theorem 2,3E. / / the characteristic equation of the system (1,1) has an n-tuple 
zero root, then the trivial solution of the system (1Д) is stable if and only if there 
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holds: A is the zero matrix [i.e. aij = 0 for every i,j = 1, 2, ..., n) and X(x) = О 
on Qi. 
Besides the results of O. Vejvoda, who treated some critical cases of the system (1,1) 
as we remarked above, some results of I. G. MALKIN (see [11]) concerning the critical 
cases of real systems can be also used for the investigation of some critical cases of 
complex systems. This concerns particularly the case of two couples: A ,̂ I^ and Я2,12 
of purely imaginary roots of the characteristic equation such that Я^Яз ^ î  ^̂ ^ irrational 
number. This critical case is evidently equivalent to the critical case of the complex 
system (1,1) with two purely imaginary roots Я ,̂ ^2 of the characteristic equation (the 
other roots having negative real parts), ^1^2^ being an irrational number. 
3. PSEUDONORMAL FORM OF THE SYSTEM OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
ЗД. Some remarks concerning formal power series. Expressions of the type 
peM 
where {h}p (p e Jt) are some complex constants and where an arbitrary n-vector 
from K^ can be substituted for z are called formal power series (of n complex variables 
Zj, Z2,.. . , z„). Their convergence for some 2 Ф О is not generally supposed. 
N o t a t i o n ЗД. Let h be an arbitrary formial power series of n complex variables 
(zi, Z2,.. . , z„). Throughout the paper we shall make use of the following notation: 
a) Given p e J(, the coefficient of if in the series h will be denoted by {/i}^. 
b) The formal power series (of the variables z^, Z2, ..., z„) derived from the series h 
by omitting the terms of the first order will be denoted by /i*. 
c) The formal power series (of the variables z^, Z2, ..., z„) derived from the series h 
by replacing every coefficient by its absolute value will be denoted by |/zj, i.e. 
4z) = E Щ, z"; /,*(z) = E Щр ̂ ^ и W = Z Щ,\ ^̂  
рвМ р€М2 peJi 
d) Given a natural number к less than n -f 1, the formal power series g (of the 
variables z^, Z2, ..., z„) with {g}p = (pj, + l) {h}p+^j^ for each p e J^ will be denoted 
by dhjdzy. (and called the formal partial derivative of h with respect to z^). It is obvious 
that if h is absolutely convergent on some (open) neighbourhood U of the origin О 
in Jr„ (i.e. Й is a function holomorphic on U), then for any fc = 1, 2, ..., n the series 
dhjdzj^ is absolutely convergent on U and for every у e U the value of the partial 
derivative of h with respect to Z/, in y equals the sum of the series dhjdZk (y). 
e) The formal power series u(l + v + v^' + ...) of the variables и and v will be 
denoted by и . (1 — v)~^. 
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f) Let / be a formal power series of m complex variables y^, y2^ •••̂  Ут ^^^^ let 
9iy G2-> •••? 9m be formal power series of n complex variables z^, ^2 , . . . , z„. Let us 
denote by F the formal power series of n complex variables z^, Z2,. • •? ^n derived from 
the series/ by the substitution yj = QJ (z^, Z2, ..., z„) (j = 1,2,..., m). Then given 
p e J4, the coefficient of z** in the series ¥(1) will be denoted also by {/(ö^)}|,. 
g) If the right-hand side of the system (1,1) is a formal power series (of n complex 
variables x^, X2,..., x„) which is not generally absolutely convergent on any neigh-
bourhood of the origin О in K^, we shall call the system (1,1) a formal system of 
differential equations. 
h) We shall say that the formal power series / and g (of n complex variables) are 
equal to each other if there holds {/}^, = {g]^ for any p e M. Let us define in the 
usual way (see [14], pp. 3 — 9) the addition and multiplication on the set of all formal 
power series. The sum and the product of formal power series/and g will be denoted 
/ + ö^Jö', respectively. 
Given a complex number a, an integer к and a formal power series / , we define in 
the obvious manner the a-multiple of the series / (a/) and the /c*̂  power of the series 
/(A 
Definition ЗДА. We say that the formal power series g (of n complex variables) 
is majorant to the formal power series f (of n complex variables) if given an arbi­
trary n~tuple p e Ji, there holds \{f}p\ S {g}p- (This will be denoted by h •< g or 
Kz)«g{z).) 
Let us give (without proofs) two trivial assertions justifying some operations with 
formal power series utilized in the proof of the main theorem (Theorem 3,4) of 
this chapter. 
Lemma ЗДА. Letf, g, h be formal power series of n complex variables (z^, Z2, . . . 
..., z„), the series h having all nonnegative coefficients and f being majorant to 
g (g - < / ) . Then there holds: 
a) g + h<f +h 
b) g.h <f.h 
Lemma ЗДВ. a) Let g and h be formal power series of n complex variables 
Zj, Z2,... , z„ and let fi^fi^ ---^fn ^^ formal power series of к complex variables 
Xj, X2, ..., Xfc with zero absolute terms and with all nonnegative coefficients. Let us 
denote by G, H the formal power series of the variables Xi, X2,..., x^ obtained by the 
substitution Zj = fj{xi,X2, .-..Xk) (j = 1,2, . . . ,n) into the series g{z) and h(z), 
respectively. Let g{z) < h{z), then there holds also G{x) <C Я(х). 
b) Let f be a formal power series of n complex variables z^, Z2, ..., z„ with all 
nonnegative coefficients. Let gp hj (j = 1, 2 , . . . , n) be formal power series of к 
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complex variables Xj, ^ 2 , . . . , X/, with zero absolute terms. Let Qj < hj (j = 1, 2, . . . 
..., n). Let us denote by Fg, Ff^ the formal power series of the variables x^, X2, "••> x,, 
obtained by inserting Zj = gj{xi, X2, ..., x^) or Zj — hj{x^, X2, .••? ^k) 0 = 1, 2, ..., 
. . . , n) intof(z), respectively. Then there holds Fg{x) < Ff^(x). 
R e m a r k 3,1. Let us give several consequences of L e m m a 3,1B. 
a) Given formal power series gi, g2, h^, /Î2 of n complex variables Zj, Zj, ..., л̂ 
not including the absolute term and such that g^-€h^, g2"^ ^2 hold, there holds 
G{z) = g,{z) . (1 ~ g^iz))-' « h,{z) . (l - h^iz))'' = H{z). {G and H are formal 
power series of the variables z^, Z2, ..., z„.) 
b) It is evident that if the power series g of the variables z^, Z2, ..., z„ is absolutely 
convergent for \zj\ < QJ [QJ > 0, j = 1,2,.. . , n) and majorant to the formal power 
series h (of the variables z^, Z2,.. . , z„), then also the series h is absolutely convergent 
for \zj\ < QJ {j = 1, 2, . . . , n). 
c) It is well known that to any function g of n complex variables z^, Z2,.. . , z„ 
holomorphic on some open neighbourhood of the origin О in iT^ there exist such 
positive numbers Cj, C2 that, considering g(z) as a power series of the variables 
Zi, Z2, ..., 2„ there holds 
g{z) « - 'I : (See [13].) 
\ C2j\ C2J \ C2J 
Thus (by Lemma 3,1B) 
9{^) « 
1 _ ^1 + Z2 + ... + z„ 
the right-hand side series being absolutely convergent for |^i + Z2 + . . . + z„| < C2. 
d) It is obvious that for arbitrary formal power series/, g, h of n complex variables 
(Zi,Z2, ..., Z„), 
K^) + f(^^ ^ 4^)+/(z).(l-^(z)) 
l-g{z) '^^ l-g{z) 
holds. 
3,2. The pseudonormal form of the system of differential equations. 
Definition 3,2A. The mapping f from K„ into K„ which fulfils the following 
conditions: 
(i) f is a complex-valued n-vector function of n complex variables each component 
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fj (j = 1, 2, ..., n) of which is holomorphic on some open neighbourhood of the 
origin О in K^ [i.e, f is a holomorphic in О mapping), 
(ii) f (0) = O, 
(iii) The Jacobian ^ff of the mapping f does not vanish at O, 
will be called the regular mapping. 
R e m a r k 3,2A. Let f be an arbitrary regular mapping (from K^ into K„). It is well 
known that then there are such open neighbourhoods F, F ' of the origin О in K^ 
that f is a one-to-one mapping of F onto F ' and that the mapping g inverse to f is 
a one-to-one regular mapping of V onto F It is possible to write 
(3.1) y = f(x) = Fx + f*(x) (for xeV) 
and 
(3,r) X = g{y) = GY + g^{Y) (for ye Г) 
where Fand G are constant regular n x /i-matrices of complex numbers and where f* 
and g* are complex-valued «-vector functions any component of which is of the type 
[^]2' ЬЪ^ respectively. (See [13].) 
Given xe V, there holds 
X = g(f{x)) ^GFx + G f*(x) + g\Fx + f*(x)) = GFx + h*(x) 
where h*(x) is some complex-valued n-vector function of the variables Xj, X2, ..., x„ 
any component of which is a function of the type [x]2. Thus clearly 
(3.2) GF=l and h%x) = О on F . 
Let us substitute (3,1) into (1Д). Then we obtain a new system of differential equa­
tions for у 
(3.3) у = By + y{y) 
where (according to (3,Г) and (3,2)) ß = G'^AG = FAF~^ and any component 
Yj{y) (7 = 1,2,..., n) of Y{y) is of the type [y]^. 
Hence the mapping f generates the transformation of the given system of differential 
equations onto some other system. The following lemma can be easily proved. 
Lemma 3,2A. The transformation of the system (1,1) generated (in the above 
mentioned manner) by a regular mapping transforms the system (1,1) onto a system 
which also fulfils conditions (P) and whose trivial solution is stable or unstable or 
asymptotically stable if and only if the trivial solution o / ( l , l ) is stable, unstable 
or asymptotically stable, respectively. {The transformation of the system (1Д) 
generated by a regular mapping will be called the regular transformation.) 
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Thus, without any loss of generaUty we can investigate an arbitrary system trans­
formable by a regular transformation onto the system (1,1) instead of (1,1). Let us 
try to find the regular transformation which transforms the system (1,1) onto another 
system as simple as possible. 
First of all (see the remark f) in sec. 2,2) we may assume the system (1,1) to be of 
the form 
(3.4) Xfe = Я л + « Л - 1 + ^k{^i^ ^ъ '"•> ^r) {k = 1, 2, ..., n) 
where X^, ^2^ •--, К are the roots of the characteristic equation of the system (1Д), 
£i = 0 and s = (^2'^35 ---î^n) is the first subdiagonal of some Jordan canonical 
form A of the matrix A (thus the matrix of the linear terms of the system (3,4) equals 
A) and, finally, ^;,(x) = [x]2 {k = 1,2, ...,n). Let us substitute (3,Г) (where 
G = /) and (3,3) (where ß = A and 7^ (^ = 1̂  2, ..., n) will be determined later, of 
course) into (3,4). Then we get a system of partial differential equations for g* 
and 7, (/c = 1,2, ..., n) 
(3.5) t ~^(^jyj + ̂ jyj~^ + Yj)+Y,= 
y=i dyj 
= ^k9k-i + hdt + ̂ k{gu 92^ • • •. 9n) {k = 1, 2, . . . , « ) . 
Definition 3,2B. a) The formal power series Y^, gt {k = 1, 2, ,.., n) will be said to 
solve formally the system (3,5) if after substituting these series into (3,5) there holds: 
Given к = 1,2, ..,,n and pe Ji, the coefficient of y** in the right-hand side of 
(3,5) formal power series (of the variables yi, у2, -••, У») equals to that in the left-
hand side of (3,5) formal power series. 
b) Let 7^ (/c = 1, 2, ..., n) be some given formal power series [of the varibles 
^1,^25 •••' Уп)' Then, if the formal power series 7 ,̂ g^ {k = 1,2, ,.., n) solve 
formally the system (3,5), we shall say that the mapping (3,Г) generates the formal 
transformation of the system (1,1) onto the formal system (3,4). 
Let us now look for the formal solution g^, 7^ (fc = 1, 2 , . . . , n) of the system (3,5) 
such that the series Y^ (k = 1,2,..., n) are as simple as possible. The procedure of 
seeking such formal power series will be described only in such details as it is necessary 
for our purposes. (Since it does not differ from that given by A. D. Brjuno in [5].) 
Let m be an arbitrary nonnegative integer less than n + 1. Let us suppose hence­
forth gj {j = m + 1, m + 2,.,,, n) to be arbitrary but fixed holomorphic on some 
open neighbourhood of the origin О in K^ functions of the variables y^, у2, ..., ^ . 
From the system (3,5) the following system of algebraical equations for the coefficients 
{Як^р (fe = 1, 2 , . . . , m; p E Ji^, { 7 j ^ (fe = 1, 2, ..., n\ p e Jt^ of the series g^ 
{k = 1, 2, ..., m) and 7^ {k = 1, 2 , . . . , n) can be easily derived: 
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(3.6) {g,]^ \{p. Я) - Kl + {^k]p = 4{9k-x]p + {^k{g)}p -
- £ ( / ' у + 1 ) ' ^ . Ы г о ) - 1 ; I К + 1 ) Ь Ь ( л ( ^ Л . ( f c = l , 2 , . . . , n ; p € ^ , ) 
j = 2 y = l «» + /« = *» 
where p(;) = p - ê -_̂  + ê . and (b{j) = (o + e/{ofJ^o) = 0 for p ,_ i = 0, of 
course). 
Let us order the set E[{ö̂ /c}j> : /с = 1, 2 , . . . , n and p e Ji^ by the following rule: 
n n 
{9i\io ^ {GJ\H if ^îid only if the first nonzero number in the set: { X! f̂c ~ Z ^fc' 
Hi — (x>i^, fi2~~^2^ ' • -^ f^n~-<^ю J~ i} is positive. Let us further order the set E[{7^}p : к = 
= 1, 2 , . . . , n and p e ^2] i^ the same way. It is easy to prove that then there holds: 
Given any к = 1,2,..., n and any p e Ji2-> the right-hand side of the corresponding 
equation in (3,6) includes only coefficients {^y},, {Г/}, which precede (in the ordering 
given above) {ßi^p or {У^} ,̂ respectively. Therefore it is possible to determine all 
coefficients of the series Q], (k = 1, 2, ..., m) and Y,. {k = 1, 2, ..., n) successively in 
the following way: 
For 1 ^ /c ^ m and p ф J^k{X) (i.e. (p, X) ф Я )̂ {д^^}^ can be computed from the 
corresponding equation in (3,6) (putting {У^}^ = 0). For 1 ^ /c ^ m and p e Ж;̂ (Я) 
we choose {gk}p arbitrarily and then we compute { У }̂̂  from the corresponding equa­
tion in (3,6). For any /c = m + 1, m + 2, ..., n and p e M2 the value of {g]^p is 
supposed to be known and thus we can again compute {У^}^ from the corresponding 
equation in (3,6). In this manner the proof of the following assertion has been just 
completed. 
Lemma 3,28. Let Я ,̂ ^2, ..., Я„ he the roots of the characteristic equation of the 
system (1,1). Let m be an arbitrary nonnegative integer less than n + 1, let В be an 
arbitrary Jordan canonical form of the matrix A of the linear terms of the system 
(1,1) and let s = (^2'^З' ---^^n) be the first subdiagonal of the matrix B. Then 
there always exists a formal transformation which transforms the system (1,1) 
onto generally formal system 
(3.7) Л = 4>', + £fcjfc-i + Y,{y,, 3/2, ..., y„) (s, = 0; /c = L 2, ..., n) 
where 
(3,7) Y,{Y)= Z ( i l l p y " (/с = 1,2, . . . ,л) 
{^k{X) = jrk{k)for /c - 1, 2, ..., m and ^J^k) = M2 for /c = m + 1, m + 2 , . . . , n) 
are generally formal power series of the variables y^, y2^ •••? Уп-
R e m a r k 3,2B. a) The coefficients { 7 j ^ {k = 1, 2 , . . . , n; peSeJ^k)) in (3,7') are 
complex constants depending on the choice of the coefficients {gu]p of the series ^* 
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(/с == 1, 2 , . . . , и) for p €^^(Х) and further on the choice of the Jordan canonical 
form ß of the matrix Â and also on the choice of the number m. 
b) For m = n, the assertion of L e m m a 3,2В is identical with that of A. D. Brjuno 
in [5]. 
Definition 3,2C. Every system of the type (3,7) obtained from the given system (1,1) 
in the way described in the proof of Lemma 3,2B will be called a pseudonormal 
form of the system (1,1) of the type (ш; ß) [or (m, s)). 
For m = n we shall call such a system a normal form of the system (1,1) {of the 
type В or e). 
R e m a r k 3,2C. As a result of the variety of the choice of the coefficients {gk}p 
with p e .^fc(A), every system of the type (1,1) has infinite number of pseudonormal 
forms of the type (m; ß). Those diiferentiate themselves in the values of the coeffi-
cients {Yj,}p (p e c2 f̂e(l)). Hence it is useful to complete D e f i n i t i o n 3,2C: 
The pseudonormal form of the system (1,1) which arises so that {gk}p is chosen 
equal to 0 for p e ^j,{X) will be called a fundamental pseudonormal form of the 
system (1,1) of the type (w; ß) (or a fundamental normal form of the system (1,1) 
of the type В — if m = n). 
R e m a r k 3,2D. Let us notice one interesting fact more: On the right-hand side of 
the pseudonormal form (3,7) of the system (1,1) of the type (m; B){0 ^ m S f^) let 
us introduce the notation 7^(y) = y^ Пк{у) (^ = 1, 2 , . . . , m). Thus 
Ф)= I ШрУ' (fc = l,2,...,m) 
where for an arbitrary Ic = 1, 2 , . . . , m 0^k{^) is the set of all n-vectors p = (p^, jPi, • • • 
..., p„) of integers such that there holds: Pk^ - 1 , Pj ^ 0 for j Ф fe, pi + P2 + • • • 
. . . + l?„ ^ 1 and piÀ^ + P2À2 + . . . , РпК = 0. Let us denote further ^^t(l) = 
= E[p G ^,(A) : p , ^ 0] {k = 1, 2 , . . . , m) and Ж,(Я) = E[p e jr,{X) : p , ^ 1] 
(k = 1, 2 , . . . , m). Then there holds 
^ i W = ^2(4 = ... = ^mU) = Щ 
or: given an arbitrary /c = 1, 2 , . . . , m, the «-vector p from »^2 belongs to JV\(X) if 
and only if for any j = 1, 2 , . . . , m the n-vector p + GJ — e^ belongs to ^Ж/А). 
3,3. Several lemmas. The following lemmas will be useful in the proof of the main 
theorem (Theo rem 3,4) of this chapter. 
Lemma 3,3A. Let the n-tuple к = (Aj, 2̂» .-.? K) of nonzero complex numbers 
fulfil the following condition: 
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(öo) There exists such a constant Ö > 0 that, given an arbitrary fc = î  2 . . . n 
and an arbitrary p e гЖ with [p, X) ф Ij^, there holds 
(3,8) \{p, X)-X,\^ô>0. 
Then there exists such a constantK^ < 00 that, given an arbitrary к = 1^2 . . . n 
and an arbitrary p e Л with (p, X) Ф Я ,̂ there holds: 
(3,9) (Р,Я) ^ K l < 00 . 
( Р , А ) - Д , | 
Proof. Let к be an arbitrary natural number less than n + 1. Then: 
a) Given peJ^ whh \{p, X)\ ^ 2|Я^|, there holds 
(РЛ) 
iP, A) - 4 
s u p —-—•— 
x^2\Äu\ X — Ц̂ ^ 
== Qk < ^ 
b) Given peJ^ with (p, X) Ф 4 and |(p, Я)| < 2|Я^|, there holds (owing to (QQ)) 
(РЛ) 
\{РЛ) 
Hence Ki = max ö̂^ < 00 is the required constant. 
k=\,2,...,2n 
Lemma 3,3B- Let the n-tuple À = (Я ,̂ ^2, ..., Я„) о/ nonzero complex numbers 
fulfil the following condition: 
(Ô1) ^/ ^^ regard Я ,̂ ^2, . = ., Я„ as points of the complex plane K, then there exists 
in the complex plane К such a straight line L passing through the origin 0 in К 
that all the points A ,̂ À2, ..., Я„ belong to the same closed half-plane bounded in К 
by L. Let I (0 ^ / ^ n) points from the set {Я ,̂ ^2, ..., Я„} belong to the straight 
line L, the other belonging to the same open half-plane bounded in К by L. Let us 
suppose the numbers Я ,̂ Я2, ..., Я„ to be enumerated so that Xj e L for j = 1, 2, ..., /. 
Then there exists such a constant K2 < 00 that given arbitrary к = 1, 2, ..., I 
and j = I + 1, / + 2, ..., П and an arbitrary pe M with [p, X) Ф Я̂t there holds 
(ЗЛО) 
\{РЛ^) 
< К^ < öo . 
Proof. It can be proved easily that the condition {Qi),is equivalent to the following 
condition: 
(f 1) There exists such a real number S that for the numbers: 
(ЗД1) ßk = e'% {k = l , 2 , . . . , n ) 
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there holds: 
(3,12) RQfi„ = 0 for к = 1,2,.. . , / ; RQ fij, < 0 for /c = / 4- 1, / + 2, ...,n. 
As a simple consequence of the assumption ( ß i ) (or (<q^)) we get for any к = 
= 1, 2, ..., /; 7 = / + 1, / Ч- 2, . . . , n and pe ^ with (p, A) ф 4 
Pi < I'i 
1 
\{P, ^) - 4 | |(P. Re /i) - Re fi,\ {p, Re î) Re fij 
(where Re /i = (Re /ii, Re jU2, •.., Re /i„)). Therefore 
1 
< 00 
X9 = max 
i + i^j^n R e / i j 
is the required constant. 
Lemma 3,3C. Let the n~tuple к = (Я ,̂ ^2, ..., Я„) of nonzero complex numbers 
fulfil the condition {Qi) from Lemma 3,3B and, moreover, the following condition: 
(Ô2) There exists such a constant ô > Q that, given an arbitrary к — 1, 2, . . . , / 
and an arbitrary l-tuple (pi, P2 '* • • 'PO ^f ^onnegative integers with P\k\ + 
+ Vi^i + ••. + Pi^i + КУ there holds Ipi^i + ^2^2 + ••• + Pi^i ~ \ \ ^ à > 0, 
Then there exists such a constant К2, < oo that, given an arbitrary к = 1, 2, ..., / 
and an arbitrary pe Jt with (p, X) Ф X^^, there holds 
(ЗДЗ) Pl^l + P2^2 + 
{РЛ)- K 
+ Р1Ц < K. < 00 , 
Proof. For an arbitrary к = 1,2, ..., I there follows from (Ô1), (Ô2), L e m m a 
3,3A and L e m m a 3,3B: 
Pi^i + P2^2 + . . . + Pi^i 
{РЛ) 
< {РЛ) 
ip, Я) - ^ + 
j=i+i \[p, Я) - 4 | j=i+i + I Pvi 
3,4. Regular transformations of the system of differential equations to its pseudo-
normal form. Sufficient conditions for the regularity of a transformation of the sys-
tem(l,l) to its normal form were given firstly by H. POINCARE (see [11] or [12], 
pp. 131-137). 
Let the matrix A of linear terms of the system (1,1) and the roots A ,̂ Я2, . •., A„ of 
the characteristic equation of this system satisfy the following conditions: 
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(i) Jordan canonical form of the matrix A is a diagonal matrix. 
(ii) Given an arbitrary q e c^2 ^^^ ^^ arbitrary j = 1, 2, ..., «, there always 
holds (q, X) Ф Àj. 
(iii) / / we regard Я ,̂ ^2, ..., Я„ a5 points of the complex plane K, then there exists 
in this plane such a straight line Lpassing through the origin 0 in К that all points 
yli, ^2, ..., Я„ belong to the same open half-plane bounded in К by L. 
Then there exists a regular transformation of the system (1,1) to its normal form 
h = ^ л ( ^ = 1,2, ..., n). 
The Poincaré conditions were generalized by H. Dulac (see [4]) who did not sup-
pose (i) and (ii), K. L. Siegel (see [8], [9]) whose conditions are of somewhat different 
type (see Remark 3,4F) and above all by A. D. Brjuno (see [6], [7]) whose results 
include all formerly known results. He requires that the coefficients on the right-hand 
side of the pseudonormal form of the system (1,1) fulfil some relations. For example, 
in the case that for the roots Я ,̂ A2, ..., Я„ of the characteristic equation of the system 
(1,1) there holds Re Xj = 0 {j = 1, 2, ..., /), Re Xj < 0 (j = / + 1, / + 2, ..., n) 
(2 ^ / ^ n), for at least one couple Àj, Я̂  (1 ^ j Д ^ /) being sign Im Àj Ф sign Im ij^, 
some requirements on the coefficients on the right-hand sides of the equations of the 
pseudonormal form of the system (1,1) corresponding to Àj with Re Aj < 0 are made, 
too. This is disadvantageous for the study of the stabihty of the trivial solution of the 
system (1,1). It is namely possible to expect that such coefficients will have no influence 
on the stability of the trivial solution of the system (1,1)- Moreover, A. D. Brjuno 
gave his assertions without proofs. Theorem 3,4 given below is an analogy of the 
theorem of A. D. Brjuno from [7], but it is neither equivalent to this theorem, nor 
a consequence of it. 
Theorem 3,4. Let the matrix A of the linear terms of the system (1,1) be regular. 
Let the roots Я ,̂ Я2, ..., Я„ (^ordered by the rule from sec. 2,1) of the characteristic 
equation of the system (1,1) fulfil the conditions (Qi) {see Lemma 3,3B) and {Q2) 
{see Lemma 3,3C). Let В be an arbitrary Jordan canonical form of the matrix A 
and let H = (e^, £2, •••, ^n) ^^ the first subdiagonal of the matrix B. Let 
(3.14) y,, = Àj,y„ + £;,}/;,_ 1 + У;,(у1, ^2^ '••. Уп) (^1 = 0; fc = 1, 2, . . . , п) 
be the fundamental pseudonormal form of the system (1,1) of the type (/; ß) 
(generally formal) where 
(3.15) Y,{Y) = y, Y. { ^ J , y^ = y, Ф) (/c = 1, 2, ..., /) 
(for the definition о/^ДЯ), see in Remark 3,2D) 
and 
(3,15') y,(y) = Y {n}p y" (fe = / + 1, / + 2 , . . . , и) . 
реМг 
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Let the following two conditions be satisfied, moreover: 
(Ô3) £2 = s^ = .., = si = 0 
and 
(Ô4) There exists such a finite real number v that, given an arbitrary peëP(X) = 
I 
— [J ̂ k{^) ^^^h Pi + P2 + ••• + Ри = ĵ there exists such a complex number ot^p 
that 
(3.16) Ы , = аЛ (fc=l,2,...,0 
holds. 
Then the transformation of the system (1,1) to this fundamental pseudonormal 
form of the type (Z; e) is regular, 
N o t a t i o n 3 , 4 . a) Given an arbitrary natural number V and an arbitrary fc = 1,2, . . . 
. . . , / , the set of all n-tuples p e^J^X) with Pi + P2 + ••• + Ĵ n = ^ will be denoted 
by Mk^,{X). The sets ^^{Х) \ £lk^,{X) and E[p e \^X^) : p^ ^ 0] will be then denoted 
by ^;,,(^) and ^ ; ^ Д А ) , respectively. Owing to R e m a r k 3,2D 5^1 ДЯ) = ^2,v{^) = ••• 
. . . = <Г|,,(А) = i^,(A). Let us denote ^;(A) = ^(Я) \ Sf,{k), moreover. 
b) Given an arbitrary natural number v and an arbitrary /c = 1, 2, ..., /, the set 
of all n-tuples p — [pu Pi^ ---^ Pt) of integers such that there holds pj ^ 0 for j ф к, 
P/t ^ — 1 and 1 ^ Pi + P2 + ••• + Рл = ^ will be denoted by Ji^^y. Let us denote 
the set и ^ i ^ , by Л'^, finally. 
R e m a r k 3.4 A. a) It can be easily proved that if the condition (g^) is satisfied, 
the n-tuple p from Л belongs for some fc = 1, 2, ..., / to ^^(A) if and only if there 
holds: pj ^ 0 for jf ф /с, Pj = 0 for j ^ / + 1, p̂ ^ ^ —l, jPi + /̂ 2 + •••̂  P« ^ 1 and 
{fi,X) = 0. The right-hand sides of the first / equations of the system (3,15) are 
hence independent on j / + b У 1^2^ •••' Уп- {\{У1^ Уъ •••> Уп) = Ук{Уи У2^ ••-, Уд = 
= УМУХ. У2^ •.., yi\ k= 1,2,.. . , /). 
b) If the system (3,15) fulfils the condition (Ô4), then 
(3.17) {n,\ = 0 for p e ^.^k) \ ff^k) (/c = 1, 2 , . . . , /) 
holds (Since [^2,^ Хк)\^^^АЩ ^ ^jÀ^) = ^ ^^r every 7 = 1, 2, ..., Z such that 
j=¥k). 
R e m a r k 3,4B. In the proof of T h e o r e m 3,4 the rules for the operations on formal 
power series given in sec. 3,1 are utilized, no reference to them being made. 
P r o o f (of T h e o r e m 3,4). Let the assumptions of the theorem be fulfilled. 
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Given an arbitrary fc = 1, 2, ..., / and an arbitrary p e Mk^y,{X), let â ^̂  be such 
a complex number that {rjk}p = oc^j^Àj^ holds. Given an arbitrary fc = 1, 2,.. . , / and 
an arbitrary p e Jt'^ \ 2!^^)^, let â  ^ be equal to 0. Let us denote then 
(3,18) C = max |a^,,| . 
fc=l,2,...,i;p6^'v 
(Evidently С < oo.) 
Owing to Lemma 3,3В and Lemma 3,3С there exists such a finite positive 
number К that, given an arbitrary fc = 1, 2 , . . . , / , an arbitrary; = / + l , / + 2, ...,n 
and arbitrary pe Ji with (p. A) Ф Я̂ , there holds: 
< К < 00 (ЗД9) 
and 
(3,19') 
Vih + ^2^2 + . . . + рД| 
{\>Л) - К i 
P./ 
(P, A) - 4 
< R" <-- b : XV <-s 
The system (1,1) can again be written in the form 
(3,4) x^ = Vfc + ê X̂fĉ i + Xfc(xi, X2,..., x„) (ei = 0; fc = 1, 2, ..., n) 
where £2 = «з = ... = ^̂  = 0 owing to the assumption (Ô3). By the substitution of 
(3,14) and (3,r) (where g] = 0 for j = / + 1, / + 2,.. . , n, of course) into (3,4) we 
obtain the system (3,6) of the equations for the coefficients of the series g^,^ 1̂  (fc = 
= 1, 2, ..., n), (See the proof of Lemma 3,2B.) Owing to the assumptions (Ô3) 
and (Ô4) and owing to Remark 3,4 A this system has in our case the following form: 
(3,20) {g,\, [(p. A) - КЛ + {\\ = {Чг% - I ^hi + 1) {̂ Jp-. 
;=i+2 
0) 
«o + w = ,̂ j - = i <» + <T = f> j = /4-l 
{Y,}, = {^,{g)}p for р е ^ з ; fc = / + 1, Z + 2,..., n 
where p{j) = p _ e^_j + e,., ô(y) = о + ê  (; = 1, 2,. . . , и); {У }̂̂  = О for р е 
e ^ , \ Ж,(Я) (y j ^ == {r,^}^_^ for p e Ж,(Я) and {g,]~^a> = 0 if Pj-i = «. Ап^^У' 
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Given an arbitrary /c = l, 2, ..., / and an arbitrary peJti^ ^M)^ there holds 
(owing to (3,18), (3,19), (3,19') and (3,20)) 
+ I c\{g,u+ I к11Ы«.1+Ё ^ т^ЫмА], 
where X' is some positive constant. 
Given an arbitrary к = 1, 2, ..., / and an arbitrary p e JST^i}), there holds (owing 
to (3,20)) 
(3,22) \{\]p\M{um^ i s к^л.мьы-
ы,пеЖ2 
(Indeed, p belongs to A^J^k) only if p/+i = Pi^2 = ••• = p„ = 0 and therefore the 
second expression on the right-hand side of the corresponding equation of (3,20) 
vanishes. Moreover, if (o + (т = p, 0 e â^jj) and p e Жд(Я), then (o e JVJIX) and 
{Qk\m = Ö. Therefore the third and fourth expressions on the right-hand side of the 
corresponding equation of (3,20) vanish, too.) 
There follows from (3,21) and (3,22) 
(3.23) G + i \Y,\ « Kl i \X,{g)\ + ßG + ocG + 
k=l k=l 
+ i t h\\9d + i t |̂ .,;|K-(f)|] 
k=l j=l+l k=l j=l + 2 
where the symbols G, a, Qj^pg^j (/c = 1, 2, ..., /; у = / + 1, / + 2,.. . , «) denote 
the formal power series of the variables y\, у2, •", Уп given by the following prescrip­
tions: 
(3.24) G = i\g*\, a(x)= I K|y^ 
реМг peMi 
pj-i>0 
and ß is the polynomial of the variables Ji, У2, ••-, Уп 
(3,240 ßiY)=- I Cy^' 
peM'v 
I 
(Clearly ß{Y) ^Y.yj'^ ßj(y) ^^^^^ ^^^^^ polynomial ^/y) is of the type [y^ Уъ .:. 
...,^J2.) ^-' 
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Owing to (3,15), (3,16) and (3,24) 
1 М = 'А + (Ел|4|)« 
fc=l k=l 
where ф is a, (finite) polynomial of the variables J i , У2^ •.., yi with all nonnegative 
coefficients. Then evidently 
(3,25) iiyM^\)^«i\4-
/ c - 1 k=l 
The functions Xj^ (k = 1,2, . . . ,n ) are holomorphic functions of the variables 
Xi, X2,..., x„ on some (open) neighbourhood of the origin О in K„ and X,^{x) = [x]2 
(/c = 1, 2, ..., n), moreover. Thus there exist positive constants Cj, C2 such that 
(3.26) \^k{g)\ = IXkigiQi^"'. Qb Jf+b Уг + Ъ": Уг)\< 
^ ^ i ( b i | + 1̂ 2! + . . . + \gi\ + ŷ  + i + J/+2 + '" + -Уп)̂  
1 - ^2(kl | H- |é^2| + . . . + l̂ l̂ + У1+1 + y 1+2 + .. . + Уп) 
(See Remark 3,1.) 
All coefficients in (3,23) are nonnegative. Hence if we restrict ourselves to y^ = 
= 3̂2 = .. • = Л = w? we cannot cause any loss of generality of our investigation. 
Then by (3,25) and (3,26) the relation (3,23) may be written as 
(3.27) G + c,ua « c, Г ("" + ^У + 
Li — C2{nu + G) 
+ aG + ßG + u'^G "̂" + ^ '̂ 1 + c,G ' 
1 — C2{nu + G)J 
l n 
where ^3 = ^ | 4 | > 0, C4 = X'(nci + 1) > 0 and C5 = X ' ^ |ê -| ^ 0. (Since 
fc=l j = / + 2 
for any /с = 1, 2 , . . . , / and J = 1, 2 , . . . , и the relations 
\dkA^)\ = \dk,j{^^ u,..., u)\< u~'\gt{u)\ = u-^\gt{u, w, ..., м)| 
and \9kj{^)\ = \9kj{u, u,..,,u)\< \gt{u)\ = \gt{u, u,..,,u)\ hold.) 
Let ^1 , ^2 . . . л̂ be now positive numbers such that the evidently regular Hnear 
transformation 
(3.28) x, = Q,i, (/c = l , 2 , . . . , n ) 
transforms the system (3,4) to the system 
(3,4') 4 = U, + fidk-1 + Ш1'U2,--,Q (k = 1,2, . . . ,n) 
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where t,{^,, ^„ ..., Q = (l/g,) XJ^Q,^,, Q^^^, •••, Q„Q {k = U 2, ..., n) and 
ßu f^2^ '-'^ ßn ^^^ some complex numbers with the following properties: 
a) li^ = 0. 
ß) Given an arbitrary j == 2, 3, ..., n, fij = 0 if and only if Sj = 0. (Hence [л^ = 
= ^ 2 = . . . = fii + i = 0.) 
y) 1 - K' f |A ,̂] > 0. 
Let 
(3,15") Щ = 4^;t + Â fĉ jt-1 + yfe(?7i, ?/2, .... n̂) (^ = i. 2, ..., n) 
be the fundamental pseudonormal form of the system (3,4') of the type (/; fi). This 
formal system obviously fulfils the conditions (Ô3) and (Ô4). It is easy to prove that 
inserting 
(3,28') »г. = & V . ( fc= l ,2 , . . . , n ) 
into (3,15") we get just the fundamental pseudonormal form (3,15) of the system 
(3,4) of the type (/; e). The transformation given by (3,28') is evidently regular. Hence 
if we suppose 
(3,29) 0 < 1 - C5 = 1 - K'( t Ы 
j=l + 2 
we cannot cause any loss of generality. 
According to (3,24') there exists such a positive constant c^ that the estimate 
im ßi^^)«- ^^-Г?Л 
1 — C2(nu + G) 
holds. 
By (3,28) and (3,30) the relation (3,27) may be replaced by an equivalent relation 
,, Г (nu + Gf ^ _. (nu + GV 1 
G + C^UOL < Cg ^̂  ;; ^- + aG + W ^G + —^̂  ; ^ 
LI — C2\nu + G) 1 — C2{nu + G)J 
where c-j and Cg are some positive constants. 
Whence the following estimates for the formal power series F = Gu"^ + с^(х and 
\Y z= и Л- V Л- wFcan be successively obtained: 
Ll - c,ou{l + V) J 
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and 
(3,31) ^^^ « + ^ -4 -T f^ 
where Cg, c ^ and с^^ are some positive constants. 
Let us investigate the formal equation 
( 3 , 3 , - - ^ ^ é ^ -
Owing to sec. ЗД the equation (3,32) can be replaced by the equivalent equation 
c^^P^ + 2ciiP^ - P + Ciiw = 0 . 
There is obviously just one formal power series P of the variable и which satisfies 
this equation (formally). By I m p l i c i t F u n c t i o n T h e o r e m (see [14], p, 39) 
P absolutely converges on some open neighbourhood of the origin 0 in К Since 
obviously д*{и, w,..., w) < G(u) < W{u) <C P(w), all the series gt{u, w,..., u) (k = 
= 1, 2, ..., Г) absolutely converge on the same neighbourhood of the origin in K, too. 
Whence the absolute convergence of the series д^{У1, Уъ • • •» л ) (^ = 1» 2 , . . . , n) on 
some open neighbourhood of the origin О in K^ follows and this completes the proof 
of T h e o r e m 3,4. 
Corollary, bet the matrix A of the linear terms of the system (1,1) be regular and 
let the roots Я ,̂ À2, ..., Я„ of the characteristic equation of the system (1,1) satisfy 
the following condition, 
(ô i ) There exists in the complex plane К a straight line L passing through the 
origin 0 in К such that all the points Я ,̂ ^2, ..., A„ belong to the same open half-plane 
bounded in К by L. Let the enumeration of these points be performed such that for 
any i = 1, 2 , . . . , n — 1 the distance of the point Xj+ifrom the straight line Lis not 
less than the distance of the point Xjfrom the straight line L. 
Let m be an arbitrary nonnegative integer less than n + i and let В be an 
arbitrary Jordan canonical form of the matrix A with the first subdiagonal e. 
Then the transformation of the system (1,1) to its fundamental pseudonormal 
form of the type (m; ß) 
(3,34) jfc = Л^Ук + « Л - 1 + Ук{Уи Уъ •... У г) (^1 = 0; /с = 1, 2, ..., п) 
is regular. Moreover there holds in (3,34): 
(3,34') F i s O , Yly)= E { F j ^ y " (/c = 2 ,3 ; . . . ,m) 
ад = [у]2 (/c = m + l , m + 2 , . . . ,n ) 
where Ж (̂>1) (к = 2, 3 , . . . , m) are altogether finite sets. 
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Proof. Under given assumptions the numbers Я ,̂ ^2^ ---^ К surely satisfy the con­
ditions (ö l ) and (02)- Further it is clear that for any /c = 1, 2, ..., m the set Ж^(У1) 
is finite and hence the assumption (Ö4) is also fulfilled. Finally, under given assump­
tions the assertion of L e m m a 3,3C can be easily extended (07 = 1, 2 , . . . , / a s well. 
In accordance to the proof of T h e o r e m 3,4 we can hence leave out the assumption 
(Оз)- Whence our assertion immediately follows. 
R e m a r k 3,4C. a) T h e o r e m 3,4 has been proved in the way which was used e.g. 
by K. L. Siegel in the book [10]. (See pp. 89-92.) 
b) The assertion of C o r o l l a r y is for m = n identical with that of the well known 
theorem, given by H. Dulac in [4]. 
R e m a r k 3,4D. Let us give an example of the system (1,1) which satisfies the con­
ditions (Ô1), (Ô2) and (оз) and does not satisfy the condition (ÔI): 
Let the matrix A of the linear terms of the system (1,1) be again regular and let the 
roots Aj, À2, . . .Д„ of the characteristic equation of the system (1,1) be such that 
Re Я1 = Re yl2 = 0, Re Xj < 0 (j = 3, 4, ..., n) holds, A.2A^^ being a negative 
rational number. Let us suppose ^2^1^ = ^^~^ where r, s are such natural numbers 
that the fraction rs~^ has its basic form. Let ß be an arbitrary Jordan canonical 
form of the matrix A and s the first subdiagonal of ß. Then the functions 7̂  [k = 
= 1, 2, ..., n) standing on the right-hand side in the fundamental pseudonormal 
form of the system (1,1) of the type (2; e) are given by the following expressions: 
00 
and 
Ш = I {yjpy" (fc = 3,4,...,n). 
Then the sufficient condition for the transformation of such a system to its funda­
mental pseudonormal form of the type (2, s) to be regular is that the coefficients 
{^k}rj,sj (^ = 1? 2; j = 1, 2, ...) fulfil the following relations: 
^^i]rj,sj + sbh}rj,sj = 0 (;• = V, V + 1, ...) 
where v is some natural number. (See T h e o r e m 3,4.) 
R e m a r k 3,4E. It is obvious that if the transformation X;̂  = Л + 9к{У1^ У2^ --^ Уп) 
(/с = 1, 2, ..., n) with ö̂ * — О for /с = m + 1, m + 2, ..., п is a regular transforma­
tion of the system (1,1) to its fundamental pseudonormal form of the type (m; ß), 
then every transformation x̂^ = Л + hk{yi, у2, • • -, Уп) (/с = 1, 2 , . . . , n) with {h^jp = 
= {Qk}p for Ä: = 1, 2, ..., m and pe J^2 and arbitrary holomorphic on some open 
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neighbourhood of the origin О in K„ functions on the place of h,, (/c = m + 1, 
m + 2 , . . . , и) is regular, too. 
R e m a r k 3,4F. Sufficient conditions for the regularity of the transformation of the 
system (1,1) to its normal form were also given by K. L. Siegel in [8]. Let us remember 
them: 
Let the matrix A of the linear terms of the system (1,1) be regular and let the 
following conditions be satisfied: 
a) Jordan canonical form of the matrix A is a diagonal matrix. 
ß) There is such a positive constant ô that for any p e M there holds 
| ( p , A ) - 4 | > 2 n ( t i > , ) - ^ {k^ l , 2 , . . . , n ) 
where X^, À2, ..., Я„ are the roots of the characteristic equation of the given system 
iu). 
Then the normal form of the given system (1,1) is a linear system 
У к = КУк (^ = 1,2,..., n) 
and the transformation of the system (1,1) to its normal form is regular. 
In another paper of K. L. Siegel ([9]) the following important assertion has been 
proved: 
Let M be the set of all n-tuples p of such integers p^, ^2- •••^Pn ^hat \pi\ 4-
+ |]?2| + ••• + |Pn| > 0 holds. Then, if for the roots Я ,̂ À2^ ---^К ^f ^̂ ^̂  character­
istic equation of the system (1,1) the expression 
D^iP) = Ш(РЖ!) 
id{\Pl\ + Ы + .. . + \Pn\) 
is unbounded on the set JÏ, the system (1,1) does not satisfy the condition ß). 
Thus every system of the type (1,1) with the roots À^, ^2, ..., Я„ of the characteristic 
equation such that for some p e Ji the relation (|>, Я) = 0 holds does not satisfy the 
conditions of K. L. Siegel. In particular — systems which satisfy the assumptions of 
T h e o r e m 3,4 do not satisfy generally these conditions. (In the case n = I = 2 these 
conditions are fulfilled only if the number ^1^2^ is irrational.) 
The assertion of K. L. Siegel has been somewhat generahzed by A. D, Brjuno 
(in [6]). A. D. Brjuno has not given the proof of his theorem, of course. 
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4. THE STABILITY OF THE TRIVIAL SOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM (1,1) 
IN SOME CRITICAL CASES 
4,1. Several lemmas. 
R e m a r k 4Д. Let us remember some further properties of the system (1Д): 
Given a domain G such that О eG and G c: ß ( ß is the domain on which the 
system (1Д) is defined, see sec. 2Д), there is т > 0 with the following property (p) : 
: x(r, §) being the solution of the system (1Д) with x(0, ^) = ^, x(t, Ç) is defined for 
each <^eG on the interval <0, т) and remains in Q for all (t, ^) e <0, т) x G, (See 
[2].) Let us denote by ^(G) the set of all т e (0, oo) with the property (/?) and by x{G) 
the least upper bound of ^{G), (Clearly 0 < T{G) й oo, T{G)e^{G).) Then for 
each j = 1, 2 , . . . , n and for each t e <0, T{G)) the f^ component Xj{t, ^) of x(t, Ç) is 
a holomorphic function of the variables ^i , 2̂? • • •? ̂ n ^^ G, i.e. 
(4.1) xj{t, ^)= Y. ^ ' 4 ( 0 '̂̂  0' = 1' 2, ..., n; ^eG, te <0, T(G)) , 
the right-hand side series being absolutely convergent for any t e <0, T{G)) and Ç eG. 
Lemma 4ДА. Let the trivial solution of the system (1Д) be stable. Then there 
exists such a domain В that there holds О e B, В cz Q and т[В) = oo, every ^^V ,̂(0 
(/c = 1, 2 , . . . , n; |> e .Ж1) being a bounded function on the interval <0, 00). 
Proof. The trivial solution of (1,1) being stable, there exists by T h e o r e m 2,3B 
a domain В of boundedness of the system (1Д). (Hence О e B, В a Q.) Clearly 
T{B) = 00. Let Q be now such a positive constant that Е[хеЖ„ : ||x[| ^ ^] c= Л 
holds. Then the Cauchy integral formula (see e.g. [13]) imphes that for each pe ^ i , 
t ^ 0 and /c = 1, 2 , . . . , ?i there holds 
К^^Ч J\Zi\ = Q\J\z2\ = Q \J\Zn\ = Q^l ^2 • • • ^ n / / 
Whence in virtue of the boundedness of x(t, ^) on <(0, 00) x i5 our assertion follows. 
Lemma 4ДВ. Let the system of differential equations 
(4.2) X, = X,{t, Xi, X2,..., x„) (ic = 1, 2, ..., /; 1 ^ / ^ n) 
^j ~ ^j,l+l^l+l + ^J,l + 2^l+2 + • • • + ^j\n^n + ^jV^ - ^ 1 ' -^2? •••? ^ и ) 
(; = / + 1 , / + 2 , . . . , и) 
has the following properties: 
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(i) üij {i,j = I + 1, / + 2, ..., /î) are such complex numbers that the roots of 
the characteristic equation of the matrix A = (ö,j)i,j=/+i,n-2,....n ^̂ ^̂ ^ altogether 
negative real parts. 
(ii) Xj{t, x) (j = 1,2,.. . , n) are on ^ = E[{t, x) : Г g 0, x G K„, | |Х | < /i] 
{h > 0) holomorphic functions of the complex variables Xj, ^2, ..•, x„ of the type 
[x]2 and bounded continuous functions of the real variable t such that Xj{t, O) = 0 
on<0, (X))(j = 1,2, ...,?i). 
Then, if there holds Xj{t, x^, X2,..., Xi, 0, 0, ..., 0) = 0 for all t ^ 0, x e E[x e 
e K^, ||x|| < h] and j = 1, 2, ..., n, the trivial solution of the system (4,2) is stable. 
The p r o o f of this assertion for real systems is given in [11] (p. 113). In [ l ] it is 
remarked that the proof for complex systems would be similar to that in [11]. Hence 
the proof of L e m m a 4,1 В is not given in this paper. This concerns L e m m a 4,1 C, 
too. 
Definition 4,1. Let the system of differential equations 
(4,3) Zk = Z^(t, zi, Z2,.. . , z„) (/c = 1, 2, ..., n) 
has the following properties: 
Zk{U A (fc = 1, 2, ..., n) are on % ^ E[(r, z) : r ^ 0, zeK^, ||z|| < /z] (/i > 0) 
holomorphic functions of the complex variables z^, Z2, ..., n̂ ^f ^^^ ^УР^ [^]2? ^he 
coefficients ^^Кр{^) of their developments into power series of the variables z^, Z2,. . . 
. . . ,z„ 
^ . ( ^ ^)= 1 ^%it) ^"^ (/c = 1, 2, ..., n; (r, z) e (5) 
peJii 
being bounded and continuous functions of the real variable t on the interval 
<0, 00). 
Given an arbitrary j = 2, 3, ..., let us denote 
Z<^'((,z)= I '4,{i)z^ (k = l , 2 , . . . , n ; ( f , 2 ) e ® ) . 
реЖг 
Pi+P2+--- + Pn = j 
00 
{Thus Z,{t, z) = ^ Zi^% z){k = U2,,..,n; {t, z) e Щ.) 
Then given a natural number iV > 1, the trivial solution of the system (4,3) is 
said to be stable independently of the terms of the degree higher than N if, given an 
arbitrary e > 0 and an arbitrary К > 0, there is such ô > 0 {ô = S(£, К)) that for 
each solution z(t) of the system 
(4,3') z, = X Z«>((, z) + xlf,{t, z) (fe = 1, 2 , . . . , n) 
7 = 2 
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with 11̂ (0)11 < ô there holds ||z(r)|| < в for every t ^ 0, ij/f^^t, z) [k = 1, 2, ..., n) 
being arbitrary functions defined on Ш such that there holds 
||iA,(r,z)|| uK\\zf^' (/c = 1,2, ..., n ; ( r , z ) e ^ ) . 
Given a natural number N > 1, the trivial solution of the system (4,3) is said to 
be unstable independently of the terms of the degree higher than N, if under the 
same assumptions concerning the functions lД̂ .̂ there is such £ > 0 (e = £{КУ) that, 
given ô > 0, there exists ^ ^ K^ such that ||{|| < ^ and, z(f, <j) being the solution of 
(4,3') with z(0, ^) = (J, there holds \\z{ti, Щ = s for at least one t^ ^ 0. 
Lemma 4,2C. Let the system of differential equations 
(4,2) X, = X,{t, x„ X2. ..., x„) (/c = 1, 2, ..., /; 1 ^ / ^ n) 
^j ~ ^jj + i^i+i + ^j,1 + 2^1+2 + . . . 4- aj„x„ -i- Xj[t, Xi, X2, ..., x„) 
{j = I + 1,1 + 2, ..., n) 
has the following properties: 
(i) aij (i, j = / + 1, / + 2, ..., n) are complex constants such that all the roots 
of the characteristic equation of the matrix A = (öf,j),j=/+i,f + 2,...,n have negative 
real parts, 
(ii) X,,{t, x) (/c = 1, 2, ..., n) are on ^ = E[(r, x) : ^ ^ 0, x e K„, ||x|| < h] 
(/i > 0) holomorphic functions of the complex variables x^, X2, ..., x„ 0/ the type 
[x]2, ^/le coefficients of their developments into power series of the variables 
X|, X25---5^n being bounded continuous functions of the real variable t on the 
interval <0, 00). 
Let us add to the system (4,2) the system 
(4,2') x, = X,{t,x„X2,...,x„0,0,...,0) (/c = 1,2, . . . , / ) 
which will be called the shortened system corresponding to the system (4,2). 
Then, if the trivial solution of the system (4,2') is stable or unstable independently 
of the terms of the degree higher than N and the functions Xj(t, Xj, X2, ..., Xi, 0, 0 , . . . 
..., 0) (7 = / + 1, / + 2, ..., n) are altogether of the type [x]^y+ ,̂ the trivial solution 
of the system (4,2) is stable or unstable, respectively. 
For the p r o o f of the more general assertion for real systems, see in [ U ] (p. 382). 
4,2. The critical case of several purely imaginary roots of the characteristic equation 
of the system (1,1). 
Throughout the section 4,2 we shall suppose that the matrix A of the linear 
terms of the system (1,1) is regular and that the characteristic equation of the system 
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(1,1) has I (I is some integer from the interval <1, n}) purely imaginary roots, the others 
having negative real parts. Hence we suppose that the following condition (ß*) is 
fulfilled. 
(ß*) The roots Ai, Я25 •••5 К <̂f the characteristic equation of the system (1,1) being 
appropriately enumerated in accordance with the rule from sec. 2,1, it holds: Re Xj = 0 
(j = 1, 2,. . . , /), Re Xj <0{j = I + IJ + 2, ,.., 4 
Notation 4,2. Let m be an arbitrary natural number less than n + 1. Given 
a nonnegative integer v, the set of all m-tuples (p^, P2, ..., p^) of such nonnegative 
integers that Pi + P2 + ••• + Pm ~ ^ will be denoted by ^^^^ and the set of all 
m-tuples (pi, P2'•••'i^m) of such nonnegative integer s that 1 й Pi + P2 + ••• + Ртй 
^ V by M^^^ (J^l"^ = Уа^, ^^"^ = M~), Given a natural number к less than m + 1 
and an m-tuple /1 = (/̂ j,, /:(2,..., I^m) of complex numbers, the set of all m-tuples 
(pi, P2. •••. Pm) e ^^r^ such that piini + P2Â2 + ... + Pmf^m ^ /̂fc = 0 will be de­
noted by JV^}^\fi) {Ж["\ц) = Ж/с(̂ м)). Given a natural number Ic less than m + 1, 
an arbitrary natural number v and an m-tuple /i = (̂ ц̂ ,/12? ••.? î m) of complex 
numbers, the set ^^Хи) n ^[""^ will be denoted by ^^j^^{fi) {J^i%fi) = ^/c,v(V))-
Given a nonnegative integer v, the w-tuple (p^, ^2^ .-.̂  Pm) from ^^^^ will be 
henceforth regarded as identical with the n-tuple q from ^ ^ such that qj = Pj for 
j — 1, 2,.. . , m and ^̂  = 0 for j = m + 1, m + 2, ..., n. 
Remark 4,2A. Let m be an arbitrary integer from the interval </, n}. Then by 
Lemma 3,2B the system (1,1) can be always transformed by the formal transforma­
tion (3,1') to the formal system of the form 
(4,4) y = By + y(y) 
where ¥,,{•/) (k = 1,2, ...,n) are formal power series of the variables yi, y2-, .•.? У« 
such that for any Ä: = 1, 2, ..., m and for any jt> G Jt2 \ ^]L}) the coefficient of y** 
in Yfc(y) equals 0 and where ß is some Jordan canonical form of the matrix k. 
Therefore if г = (̂ 2, £3, ..., £„) is the first subdiagonal of the matrix ß, the formal 
system (4,4) can be written in the following form 
(4,4') j , = X^y^ + E^y^_, + S {7,}, f (k = 1, 2, ..., n) 
where ê  = 0 and ^J^k) = JV^k{^) for /c = 1, 2, ..., m and .̂ /.(Я) = M2 for /с = 
= m + 1, m + 2,. . . , ?i. Owing to (ß^) the n-tuple p e ^2 belongs for some к = 
= 1, 2, ..., Z to the set Ж^(Я) if and only if it is Pz + i = P/ + 2 = ••• == p„ = 0 and 
Pi^i + Pi^i + ... + PiXi = Xi,. Hence the right-hand sides of the first / equations 
in (4,4) do not depend on y/ + i, У 1^2, ..., Уп-
The convergence of the series (3,1') has been so far proved only under certain 
assumptions (see Chapter 3). However, there follows from the proof of Lemma 
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3,2В that, given a natural number v, there exists a transformation of the system (1,1) 
generated by the polynomials 
(4.5) X, = X Ы й / {^ = l , 2 , . . . , n ) 
(where V;, (/c = 1, 2, ..., n) are some suitable natural numbers) to the system 
(4.6) Y = By + Z{Y) 
where ß is Jordan canonical form of the matrix A (with the first subdiagonal 
£ = (б;2, ^3, •.., £„)), and where 
4Y)= E {2.}^/"+ Z {Zjpy" (fc = l,2,...,m), 
Zfc(y) - (y) = [y]2 (^ = m + 1, m + 2, ..., n) . 
Such a transformation is surely regular. Making use of L e m m a 4,1 A, we can prove 
the following important assertion 
Theorem 4,2A. Let the matrix A of the linear terms of the system (1,1) be regular. 
Let the roots Я ,̂ ^2, ..., Я„ of the characteristic equation of the system (1,1) fulfil 
(ô*). Let for some natural number m from the interval </, n) and for some Jordan 
canonical form В of the matrix A such a pseudonormal form (4,4') of the system 
(1,1) of the type (m; ß) exists that, E = (e^, £2, ...,£„) being the first subdiagonal 
of the matrix ß, there does not hold: 
(4.7) 8, = 0 (/c = 1 , 2 , . . . , 0 , {Уи}р = 0 (/c = 1,2, . . . , / ; Р Е Ж , ( Я ) ) . 
Then the trivial solution of the system (1,1) is unstable. 
Proof. Let m, ß be such a natural number from the interval </, n> and a Jordan 
canonical form of the matrix A, respectively, that there is a pseudonormal form 
(4,4') of the system (1,1) of the type (m, ß) which does not fulfil (4,7). 
If Sj Ф 0 for some j = 2, 3 , . . . , /, then the trivial solution of the system (1,1) is 
unstable owing to T h e o r e m 2,3C. Hence we can assume 82 = ^3 = ••• = ^i+i — ^ 
henceforth. 
Let us order now the set ®(Я) = E [ { 7 j ^ : /c = 1, 2, ..., /; реЖ^^Щ by the 
prescription: {У/}, •< \У^^р if and only if the first nonzero number in the set {(p̂ ^ + 
+ P2 + ••• + P«) - (^1 + ^2 + ••• +^n) , Pi " cii.Vi - (ii^-'-^Vn- ЧпЛ - j} is 
positive. Let {Yj}^ = Ь be the first nonzero element of the set ^(A). Let us modify 
then the system (1,1) by a regular transformation to the system 
(4.8) у J = Ijyj + byfyf ...уГ + Zj{y,, У2,..., y„) 
Ук = кУк + ЧУк~1 + ^к{Уи У2^ •••. Уп) (^ = 1, 2, ..., п; /с Ф j) 
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where Z,{y) = [y],+ i {k - 1, 2 , . . . , ; - 1), Zjj) = [ y ] , {k = jj + 1, . . . , m) and 
^k{y) = [УЪ {к = m + 1, m + 2, ..., n) and qi + Qi + ••• + 4i = ^ (see R e m a r k 
4,2 A). In order that the series (4,1) be solution of (4,8) the coefficients ^^^(Pp{t) (k = 
= 1, 2, ..., /; p e Ji^ have to fulfil some linear differential equations. In the first 
place those of them for which ^ == 1, 2 , . . . , /; p e J(^ and Pi + ^2 + ••• + P« = 1 
has to fulfil the equation ^^^фр = A/,- ^^Vp-
Thus ^^V^O = '̂̂ V^O) e^^' for f ^ 0; /c = 1, 2 , . . . , /; p e . ^ 1 and pi + P2 + ••• 
. . . + i 7 „ = l . 
The functions ^^Vp(0 i^iust fulfil the following initial conditions, obviously: 
(4.9) <^Vp(0) = 0 for peJ^, and p Ф e, 
^ % ( 0 ) = 1 for p = e, (/c = l , 2 , . . . , / ) . 
Thus, it is: 
(4.10) ^^Vp(0 = ^^'' fö^ ^ = Ö and p = e;, 
('̂ )фДг) = 0 for r ^ 0 and peJi^ with Pi + P2 + ••• + P« = 1 
and p Ф e;, (/c = 1,2, . . . , / ) . 
Let us order the set of all functions ^^^(pp{t) (/c = 1, 2, ..., /; p e ^i) from (4,1) in 
the same way as the set S(A) has been ordered. For the functions ^^^(pp[t) such that 
^^^(pp{t) < ^''Vq(0' {^^^) iî^plies the following equation: 
(4.11) ^ % = 4 -^ 'Vp-
The only solutions of (4,11) which fulfil also (4,9) are clearly the trivial solutions 
^"^(ppit) = 0 on <0, 00). 
Finally, for ^•'Vq(0 ^^ ê^t ^^^^ l" '̂̂ ) 
i = l 
Whence in virtue of q e <Ж^/\ (4,9) and (4,10) we have 
О-)ф (̂г) = bfe'̂ ^ (r ^ 0) 
which is not a bounded function of t on <0, 00), of course. This and L e m m a 4,1 A 
complete the proof. 
Theorem 4,2B. Let the matrix A of the linear terms of the system (1,1) be regular. 
Let the roots Я ,̂ /I2, ..., Я„ of the characteristic equation of the system [1,1) fulfil the 
condition (Ö1) {i-e. there holds Re Àj = 0 (7 = 1, 2 , . . . , /), Re Ij < 0 ( j = / + 1, 
/ 4- 2, ..., n) where I is some natural number less than n -\- l) and the condition 
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(ö l ) There exists ô > О such that, given к = 1, 2 , . . . , I and an l-tuple(pi, Pz,..., Pi) 
of nonnegative integers with p^À^ + p2^2 + . . . + Pi^i 4= Â , there holds jPiAi + 
+ Pi^^i + . . . + Pi^i ~ 4 | ^ ^ > 0. 
T/ie/t the trivial solution of the system (1,1) is stable if and only if for some 
Jordan canonical form В of the matrix A the fundamental pseudonormal form of 
the system (1,1) of the type (m; ß) fulfils the condition (4,7) from Theorem 4,2A. 
Moreover, the trivial solution of the system (1,1) is then never asymptotically stable. 
Proof. The last assertion follows immediately from T h e o r e m 2,3D. The necessity 
of the condition (4,7) for the stability of the trivial solution of the system (1,1) follows 
immediately from T h e o r e m 4,2 A. 
Let ß be now the Jordan canonical form of the matrix A (with the first sub-
diagonal fi = (^2, £3 , . . . , e„)) such that the fundamental pseudonormal form of the 
system (1Д) of the type (m; ß) fulfils (4,7). By T h e o r e m 3,4 there is a regular trans-
formation of the system (1,1) to the system 
(4,12) y, = Ky, ( / c = l , 2 , . . . , / ) 
У J = Ijyj + sjyj^, + Yj{y„ у2 , . . . , Уп) (^/+1 = 0; 7 = / + 1, / + 2, ..., n) 
where Yj{y) ( j = / + 1, / + 2 , . . . , n) are holomorphic on some open neighbour­
hood 12* of the origin О in K^, 
Making use of the method from theproof of T h e o r e m 3,4, it is easy to prove that 
the system of partial differential equations 
I л 
E -г^{^кУк) = V y + ^л--1 + ^{yi^У2...-.yi^ ^i+u^1+2^....^n) 
^-^ ^Ук 
(у - л - 1,/ + 2,..., n) 
has a solution v(y^, у2, ..., yi) = ( Î^^+I(JI , y2^ ..., У1), ^1+2{Уи Уг^ •••. у)^ ••• 
..., D„(yi, ^25 •••» У/)) whose components are holomorphic on some open neigh­
bourhood 17* of the origin in Ki functions of the variables У1, Уг^ ---^ yi-
Inserting 
У} = 1j + Ф ь У2^ •••' yi) 0 = ^ + 1' / + 2, ..., n) 
у, = ще'^' (к = 1,2,. . . , /) 
in the system (4,12) we get the system for rjk {k = 1,2,... , n) 
(4Д2') ri, = 0 {k = l,2,...,l) 
fij = Xjrij + ejt,j_, + Zj{t, Пи Пг, •••, Пп) (j = / + 1̂  ' + 2, •••. «) 
where 
Zj^t, )i) = Yl^]^e'''\ î]2e^'\'-', n/'\ П1+1 + i^/+i, П1+2 + v,^^^,.., }]„ + v,) -
- Yj{rj,e''\i^2e''\.--,n/"\v,^,,v,^2.-".v„) (j = I + 1 , / + 2 , . . . , n ) 
are surely for some h > 0 on the set E[(^, ^) ' t '^ 0, tj e K^^, \\tj\\ < /?] holomorphic 
functions of the complex variables y/̂ , f/2' • • •? n̂ of the type \ji^2 ^^'^^ continuous and 
bounded functions of the real variable t. 
Clearly for every j = I + 1, I + 2, ..., n there holds 
Zj{t,r]i,r]2,...,rji,0,0,..,,0) = 0 for t>0 and \tiu\ < h (/с - 1, 2, , . . , / ) • 
Whence by L e m m a 4,1 В the stability of the trivial solution of the system (1,1) 
readily follows and this completes the proof of T h e o r e m 4,2B. 
Corollary. Let the matrix A of the linear terms of the system (1,1) fulfil the assump­
tions of Theorem 4,2B. Let В be an arbitrary Jordan canonical form of the matrix 
A such that the fundamental pseudonormal form of the system (1Д) of the type (I; 
^) fulfils the condition [4,7) from Theorem 4,2A. 
Let B' be an arbitrary Jordan canonical form of the matrix A and let m be an 
arbitrary natural number from the interval </, n}. Then any pseudonormal form 
of the system (1,1) of the type (m; B') fulfils these conditions, too. 
R e m a r k 4,2B. T h e o r e m 4,2B makes it possible to solve completely the problem 
of the stability of the trivial solution of such system (1,1) that its characteristic equa­
tion has two purely imaginary roots Я ,̂ ^2 with rational quotient AiAj \ the other 
roots of this equation having negative real parts (see R e m a r k 3,4D). If А1Л2 ̂  ŝ an 
irrational number it is possible to use two ways for solving the problem in question: 
a) If the conditions of K. L. Siegel (see R e m a r k 3,4F) are fulfilled, the trivial 
solution of the system (1,1) is surely stable. 
ß) We can divide the equations (1,1) into their real and imaginary parts. Then we 
obtain a real system of 2n differential equations whose characteristic equation has two 
pairs of purely imaginary roots, the other roots of ihis equation having negative real 
parts. For solving problem of the stability of the trivial solution of this system we can 
then utihze the method given by I. G. Malkin in [ U ] (p. 422). 
4,3. The critical case of several zero roots of the characteristic equation of the 
system (1,1). 
Let us deal with the critical case that the characteristic equation of the system (1,1) 
has several (/; 1 ^ / ^ n) zero roots, the other roots having negative real parts. So, 
we shall suppose in this section that the roots Д ,̂ ^ 2 , . . . , Я„ of the characteristic equa-
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tion of the system (1,1) being suitably enumerated in accordance with the rule given 
in sec. 2,1, there holds 
(Ot*) Xj = 0 (; = 1, 2, ..., I), Re A,. < 0 (j = / + 1, / + 2, ..., n ) . 
The given system (1,1) can be then modified by a suitable regular linear transforma­
tion to the following form: 
(4.13) y^ = e^ ĵ̂ t-i + \{У1^ Уг^'-'. У^ (^ = 1, 2, ..., /; E^ = 0) 
у. = l.y, + г^у^_^ + Г / у ь }̂ 2. •••, л ) (; = / + 1, Z + 2, ..., п; £̂  + i = 0) 
where г = (e2, £3 , . . . , £„) is the first subdiagonal of some Jordan canonical form ß 
of the matrix A of the linear terms of the system (1,1) and where ^liy) = [yji (^ = 
= 1,2,...,4 
If it does not hold that £2 = ^3 = ••• = ẑ = 0, then the trivial solution of (1,1) is 
unstable by T h e o r e m 2,3C. Thus we shall suppose henceforth EJ = 0 {j — 1, 2, . . . 
. . . , / + 1) in (4,13). 
Let the (n — /)-vector complex-valued function и of / complex variables Ух, Уг^ --• 
..., У| be the solution of the system 
(4.14) Àj^iUj + ej^iUj^^ + Yj + i{y^, Уъ--^. Уь " i , W2. •••, "n-0 = 0 
{] = l , 2 , . . . , n - / ) , 
the components Uj {j = 1, 2, ..., n — /) of which are holomorphic on some open 
neighbourhood of the origin О in Ki functions of the variables y^, у2, •••̂  Уь- (See 
Imp l i c i t F u n c t i o n T h e o r e m in [14], p. 39.) 
Let us substitute yj = Zj + Uj^^y^, у2...., y^ (7 = / 4- 1, / + 2 , . . . , n) into 
(4,13). Then we obtain the system 
(4.15) Ук=^%{У1.У2^"-^Уь^1^ъ^1+ъ---^^г) (/с - 1, 2, ..., 0 
Zj = XjZj + ejZj_^ + Yj{y^, у2. ..., Уь ^i+ъ ^i + 2> •••. ^n) 
(j = / + 1, / + 2 , . . . , n ) 
where 
%{Уи У2. •••. Уь ^ /+Ь г^4-2, . . - , ^.) == ^л(Уь У2. •••, }^/, ^/+1 + " 1 ' ^1 + 2 + 
+ W2, . . . , Z„ + W„_i) (/с = 1,2, . . . , / ) 
and 
%{Уи У2, ••., Ĵ ^ ^1+и Zl + 2,--; Z„) = 
= У]{У1,У2^---^Уь^1+1 + Wi,Z^ + 2 + "2. •••. п̂ + ^n-l) -
- > ' Х У 1 , У 2 . • • . , J l . Wi, М2, . . . , M„_ï) -
I p. 
- X - ^ y . (y j , У2, . . . , y,, Z,+ i + Ml, Z, + 2 + " 2 , •••, Z„ + «„-() 
.•=1 öy^. 
(y = Z + 1, / + 2 , . . . , n ) . 
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The right-hand sides of (4,15) have evidently the following properties: 
a) The functions Yj (7 = 1, 2 , . . . , n) are holomorphic on some open neighbour­
hood Qi of the origin О in JST̂  functions of their variables y^, у 2, ••, Уь ^i+u ^1 + 2^ ••• 
..., z„ which altogether belong to the class [y^, у2, ..., yi, ^/ + ь ^i+z^ •••̂  ^nji-
ß) If there holds 
% i , У 2,..., У I, 0, 0 , . . . , 0) = [у 1, у 2,..., у il, (/с = 1, 2, ..., О 
where Vĵ  (/с = 1, 2 , . . . , /) are some natural numbers greater than 1, then there holds: 
% i , У2. ..., Уь 0, 0, . .„ 0) = [у,, y „ ..., y^l (j = / + 1,/ + 2, ..., n) 
where v ^ min v .̂ 
y) The trivial solution of the shortened system 
h= %{у,,у2,,..,У1,0,0,.,.,0) {к = 1,2,,,., I) 
is stable if and only if there holds: 
fk{yi,y2,'-,yi)^Uy„y2,.,.,yi,0,0,...,0)^0 on Q, (fc = 1,2, . . . , /) 
where Qi = ^Цуи У2^ •••» Ух) ^ ^i '• (Уи У2^ •••' Уь О, О, ..., 0) е ß^ ] (see T h e o r e m 
2,ЗЕ). 
Now we are able to prove the following 
Theorem 4,3. Let the roots /Lj, Я2,..., Я„ о/ the characteristic equation of the system 
(1Д) be such that 
( O f ) h = 0 (i = 1, 2, . . . Л ) , Re Xj < 0 (./ = / + 1, / + 2 , . . . , n) (1 g / ^ n ) . 
T/ien the trivial solution of the system (1,1) is stable if and only if both the fol­
lowing conditions are satisfied: 
(i) All the zero roots Àj (j = 1,2, ..., /) of the characteristic equation of the 
system (1,1) are diagonable (i.e, if the matrix В is an arbitrary Jordan canonical 
form of the matrix A of the linear terms of the system (1,1) and ifs = (e2, £3, ..., e„) 
is the first subdiagonal of the matrix B, then Sj = Ofor any j = 2, 3, ,.., I + 1). 
(ii) For the functions f'^ arisen from the functions X^ in the above given way 
there holds: 
ЧУиУ2^'-.уН^^,(у„у2,.-,,У1,0,0,.,„0))^0 on Ù, {k=i,2,.,.,l) 
where flj is some open neighbourhood of the origin О in AT,. 
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Moreover, the trivial solution of the system (1Д) is then never asymptotically 
stable. 
Proof. The last assertion of Theorem 4,3 follows immediately from Theorem 
2,3D. 
Making use of the foregoing, we can complete the proof of Theorem 4,3 in the 
same way as O. Vejvoda used in the proof of his assertion concerning the critical 
case of one zero root of the characteristic equation of the system (1,1) (see [1]): 
Instead of the system (1,1) we can investigate the system (4,15) (see above) which, as 
we remarked above, fulfils all assumptions of Lemma 4,IB and Lemma 4,1С, If 
the conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied, then it follows immediately from Lemma 4,1B 
that the trivial solution of the given system is stable. The necessity of the conditions 
(i) and (ii) for the stabihty of the trivial solution of the system (1,1) follows easily 
from Lemma 4,1C and Theorem 2,3C. 
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